ABOUT COUNTY DURHAM COM�UNITY FOUNDATION
County Durham Community Foundation (the Foundation) has a proud history of directing funding to
those areas and communities in need. Working with partners and donors, we channel grants to support
projects and initiatives predominantly across County Durham and Darlington. In 2016-2017 we awarded
more than £3.5 million in grants to over 1,000 community organisations, drawing from 200 diﬀerent
donor funds.
We owe a debt of gratitude to all our donors and partners who contribute to the ongoing betterment of
our society, providing relief from poverty, access to opportunities and contributing to the health, wealth
and wellbeing of our communities.

ABOUT COUNTY DURHAM AND DARLING�ON
County Durham and Darlington (the region) are predominantly rural areas with a combined population
of around 628,100. There are 12 main towns and over 260 small towns and villages, many of which
are former colliery villages, and more than half of the areas’ residents live in settlements of less than
10,000 people.
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ABOUT VITAL SIGNS
Vital Signs is an initiative by UK Community Foundations
to identify key issues aﬀecting local communities across the
country using statistical data, research and surveys with local
residents. This is the ﬁrst report for County Durham and
Darlington, designed to present a snapshot of social need
in our region and so inform philanthropic giving.
Throughout our Vital Signs report there are inspiring examples
of the diﬀerence that grant funding has made to some of the
most disadvantaged people in our communities.
We hope it stimulates a discussion around how best we can
work with individuals, organisations and agencies to oﬀer
a strategic response to the complex issues and challenges
that our communities face.
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ARTS, CULTURE & HERITAGE
Cultural activities can contribute
signiﬁcantly to employment and
business start-up opportunities,
as well as attracting visitors to the
area. There is also a growing
understanding of the impact that
taking part in the arts can have
on health and wellbeing.
In this region there are many a number of superb cultural assets,
including some that celebrate the arts, culture and music

VITAL STATISTICS
Durham is enjoying a notable increase
in creative industry employment,
with the sector growing by over 100%
in a single year
People in the area often have to travel
further to access the kind of facilities
that people in more built up areas
take for granted

associated with traditional North East work life.
In general, however, people in this region still have fewer
opportunities to engage in art and cultural activities than those in
other parts of the country, with the sustainability of those activities

Where public transport is limited
(& expensive for those on low ﬁxed incomes)
it creates a real barrier to accessing
arts and culture

being a key issue.
Arts organisations face a lack of access to ﬁnance, advice and
guidance to help them develop as a sustainable business; there are
also few networking and information-sharing opportunities for

The Foundation awarded more than £271,000 in
2016-2017 to support organisations that use the arts,
culture and heritage to strengthen communities, and
raise the proﬁle of the area as an arts and cultural region.

small arts groups and the range of options for start-up and project
ﬁnance are limited.
Where art and cultural opportunities do exist, take-up can often be
low. Low levels of participation to some extent reﬂect the relative
deprivation of the region, and analysis indicates that those living in
the most deprived areas will be least likely to participate in all
aspects of cultural activity. Where creative industries are supported
and encouraged to grow, the beneﬁt to the local community is
immense, as witnessed with the growth in the digital economy in
Newcastle and Manchester, for example.

DID YOU KNOW...
Arts and culture boosts the economy of an area.
Every £1 spent in County Durham on arts and
culture generates another £1.10 for the wider
economy (23p per pound more than London).
In 2015, arts and culture attracted 18.67 million
people to the county and the £777.5 million
they spent helped to directly employ 8,776
people, with a further 2,185 jobs indirectly
supported by tourism.

LIT�LE THINGS MEAN A LOT...
In 2016 as part of the Durham Book Festival, New Writing North (a charity aiming to establish more writers in the region) was
awarded more than £9,000 to create ﬁfteen ‘Little Free Libraries’ across the county. Located in streets and at community venues,
these small home-made libraries were designed and built by local people recruited to the project, and each was given a given a
starter set of books. The ethos behind the project was simple: leave a book, take a book, start a conversation. After 12 months
there had been around 100,000 visits to the Fifteen Little Libraries.

A SPOKESPERSON AT THE WATERHOUSE VIL�AGE HAL� LIT�LE LIBRARY SAID:
“The little library has caught the imagination of our valley
and I know of a couple of people who have been motivated
to implement the idea in their village.”

ANOTHER GROUP SAID:
“There have been many conversations between people about
books, favourite authors and discussions on things like Guernica
and Picasso, and the Ned Kelly Gang, and more people are
tempted to pick up a book. Even the Knit and Natter group
is starting a book club!”

To help make the arts, culture and heritage become a catalyst for change, targeted donor funding could:
• Encourage more people to set up creative businesses to boost employment
• Encourage cultural or creative activity that engenders social change, encourages healthier lifestyles and emotional resilience
• Support smaller arts organisations to sustain and grow activity
• Increase participation and access to arts and cultural activities for those in isolated areas, and on low incomes

Do you have a passion for the arts?
Have you witnessed how arts, culture and heritage can strengthen a community?
Would you like to become a donor to support more initiatives in this sector? We can provide
practical advice about how to give, and how your fund can be set up to suit your wishes.
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FAIRNES�
Fairness represents equality
in the broadest sense. It can include
diversity, disability, social inclusion,
anti-radicalisation, but also covers
factors such as life-expectancy
and income.

VITAL STATISTICS
A report by the Money Advice Service
showed that over 30% of the population
is over-indebted in County Durham,
and over 20% in Darlington

In 2016, the Foundation gave more than a quarter of a million
pounds to projects and organisations targeting inequality in our
communities. Projects ranged from providing educational and
creative activities to young people with learning disabilities,
tackling extremism in our communities, to small interventions
providing services that others often take for granted - interventions
that prevented many from falling into crisis.
Being on a low income for example can often result in increased

Fuel poverty in rural County Durham
is as highremain
as 30% compared
Grants
the mosttoimportant
an 11% average across England

source of income for small and
medium sized voluntary sector
organisations.

Both County Durham and Darlington
contain communities with the very highest
levels of child poverty in the country

indebtedness and crisis; this might arise because of a sudden
change in circumstances or having fewer available choices.
Lack of access to the internet can be a signiﬁcant obstacle for
claimants of welfare beneﬁts such as Universal Credit, where a

Even relatively small levels of funding can make a
diﬀerence to what organisations can oﬀer people who
need help.

consequence of being unable to make a required number of online
job applications could be punitive, typically ﬁnancial sanctions.

“In October, we gave a food parcel to a single mother with two children. Her case was brought to our
attention by a member of the public who had witnessed her struggling to carry her kids to nursery in driving
rain. It turned out that she was carrying them because she had sold her pushchair to get money to put her
gas and electric back on. On the one hand, I was disappointed and dismayed that things had come to that but
on the other hand I was pleased we were there to oﬀer our services. As well as providing emergency food, we
were also able to sort out her welfare, debt and accommodation issues and help her get back on her feet.”
Malcolm Fallow, CEO of East Durham Trust

DID YOU KNOW...
In East Durham it is estimated that 20-25% of its local population don’t have access to the internet

HELPING TO CREATE OP�ORTUNITIES AND BRIDGE THE GAPS...
A legacy fund of the former County Durham NHS Primary Care Trust was set up in 2013 with the Foundation to support general
health and wellbeing projects across County Durham and Darlington. The fund has since provided ﬁnancial support to sixty
projects in the region, providing more than £630,000 in ﬁnancial support. For example, Tin Arts in Durham received a grant to run
their ‘Creative Choices' project – an innovative arts and cultural activity programme engaging twenty people with autism to help
them develop self-conﬁdence, improve communication skills and in general gain new skills unique to each individual, as well as
having fun!

VISITING THE PROJE�T IN FEBRUARY 2016 DR DAVID SMART, CHAIR OF THE NORTH DURHAM CLINICAL COM�IS�IONING GROUP
AND A MEMBER OF THE DURHAM & DARLING�ON NHS HEALTH IMPROVEMENT FUND SAID:
“It has been fantastic to see this money being used in such a positive way.
It’s really needed in the community.”

Philanthropy supports important causes and responds to changing needs in our region’s future. Those vital steps include:
• Providing support services where they are most needed e.g. the numbers of people receiving emergency food
• Supporting agencies that help people tackle indebtedness
• Funding interventions that improve the lives of our diverse communities, encouraging community cohesion and integration
• Making a real diﬀerence to the lives of individuals facing inequality or disadvantage

The Foundation consults with a range of partners to gauge where grants might make a real
diﬀerence and, through the generosity and dedication of our donors, we target inequality
in our communities through bespoke funding programmes.
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SAFETY
The overall crime rate is lower in
County Durham than other parts of
the region and the UK, but there are
individual neighbourhoods that
rank among the very worst in the
country for levels of crime, and
where the incidents of certain types
of crime are growing.
Darlington has a much higher than national average crime score
but encouragingly this has consistently fallen since 2003 by 34%.
These ﬁgures often reﬂect a divide between well-oﬀ and poorer
communities, highlighting the issue of unemployment or rural
isolation. They also serve to highlight areas where philanthropy can
make have a major impact in communities, especially with
on-the-ground interventions.
Voluntary organisations have a long history of delivering
diversionary and outreach activities for young people to combat
antisocial behaviour, but these are under threat as public funding to
support them reduces. Charitable giving is likely to be increasingly
important to keep them going.
Supporting victims of crime is also a priority for charitably funded
organisations that are often in the front line of work to help
individuals and communities when they are at their most
vulnerable.
Almost £150,000 was given out last year from the Community
Safety Fund, a partnership between the Police Crime and Victims

VITAL STATISTICS
People living in the most deprived
communities are more likely to think
that crime levels in their community
are higher than they are

In 2015 – 2016 there was a 11.4%
increaseremain
recordedthe
in victim-based
crime
Grants
most important
in County Durham and Darlington

source of income for small and
medium sized voluntary sector
organisations.

Successful on-the-ground interventions
resulted in a reduction of around 2%
in the region in the number of oﬀenders
who go on to reoﬀend

The Foundation works with a range of donors to direct
funding to where it is needed most, allowing voluntary
organisations and individuals to help keep our region safe
and inspire conﬁdence within communities. For example,
projects such as ‘Beat the Scammers’ by Age UK in
Darlington and Durham saw older and more vulnerable
people working with Fraud Specialist Investigation teams
and Trading Standards Team to develop the skills and
most importantly the conﬁdence to handle telephone
scams.
Encouragingly, voluntary organisations are often able to
reach out and support people and communities where
statutory services may struggle to do so.

Commissioner’s Oﬃce and the Foundation to make our
communities feel safer and more empowered to tackle injustice.
The funding supported projects that encouraged positive activities
for young people, targeted resources to tackle hatred directed at
minority communities, and supported interventions to help older
people be more conﬁdent against abuse.

DID YOU KNOW...
People in the region feel conﬁdent in our police, and Durham Constabulary is now oﬃcially one of the most eﬃcient in the country;
rated outstanding for eﬃciency and eﬀectiveness and good for legitimacy in its annual assessment for 2017.

MAKING A DIF�ERENCE...
Stanley in County Durham has the second highest concentration in the region of young people who are not in education,
employment or training. Accessing work for young people can be diﬃcult; there is low car ownership and because of the need
to travel outside the area for work, the cost of transport is high. Localised antisocial behaviour by young people is seen as a real
problem.
PACT House Stanley is a charity that provides advice and support to local people. They received £7,500 from the Community
Safety Fund to run a ‘Breaking Bad’ project aimed at reducing antisocial behaviour. Attracting more than 100 people to the
project, activities included gym and sports sessions along with dedicated youth work with young people exploring issues such
as alcohol and drug misuse, bullying and peer pressure, as well as community conﬁdence.
Through the ‘Breaking Bad’ project, PACT House successfully identiﬁed those in most need and now challenges them in positive
ways to start believing in themselves, become more conﬁdent, and to look more positively toward having and meeting their
ambitions.

Crime Breakdown for County Durham & Darlington: December 2016 - November 2017
Violent crime, 20,828
Anti-social behaviour, 18244
Criminal damage and arson, 9337
Public order, 4835
Burglary, 4639
Shoplifting, 3930
Vehicle crime, 3152
Other crime, 1503
Drugs, 1031
Bike theft, 492
Possession of weapons, 235
Robbery, 208
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Community organisations in our region are extremely creative and eﬀective in developing initiatives that help to improve safety
because of their understanding of local pressures. Vital Steps in creating community conﬁdence could include:
• Working with people of all ages, and particularly the young to divert them from crime by providing education, training,
employment opportunities and raising their aspirations
• Support work with oﬀenders before and after release into the community to help them not to return to crime
• Support victims of crime to help them overcome anxiety and restore their trust and conﬁdence in the community

A gift of funding to the Foundation will help us support work that tackles vital issues in our area
through special initiatives and grants targeted to where there is the most need.
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HEALTH & WEL�BEING
Both County Durham and
Darlington fare relatively poorly in
terms of health and wellbeing,
especially in areas of high economic
deprivation. County Durham itself is
in the top 10% most deprived local
authority areas in the country and
Darlington the top 20%.
Contributors to poor health such as obesity, cigarette and alcohol
consumption, and lack of exercise have been targeted with
preventative work and prioritised in the region at clinical level by
health professionals and NHS services.
Research has shown however that improved health often requires

VITAL STATISTICS
Mental health is now a signiﬁcant issue
with an estimated one in four adults
experiencing at least one diagnosable
mental health problem in any given year

Young men in particular seem resistant
to seek help, and resources that may
Grants
remain
important
have helped
havethe
beenmost
cut through
source of
income for small and
austerity
measures

medium sized voluntary sector
organisations.

The suicide rate in County Durham is 55%
above the national average, and 40%
higher in Darlington

lifestyle changes that can be diﬃcult to make, and where resources
may not be immediately available. Intractable issues such as
worklessness, austerity, and lack of opportunity are often
contributors to ill health, and the importance of positive and
resilient mental health cannot be underestimated.
Recognising some of these health inequalities, the Foundation has
brought together partners and donors to help inﬂuence healthy
living in its widest context, working with public sector partners to
set up programmes such as the NHS Health Improvement Fund and
Durham County Council Healthy Communities Fund.

Young people in County Durham and
Darlington are more likely to require
admission to hospital due to excess alcohol
consumption than elsewhere in the UK
Last year, donors gave out more than £358,000
to organisations delivering a variety of projects - from
‘run the parks’ exercise groups and ‘eat the streets’
communal planting and cookery courses, to increasing
conﬁdence and the emotional resilience of young people
empowering them to ask for help when they most need it.

DID YOU KNOW...
Life expectancy for people in County Durham and Darlington has continued to improve over the past decade and, from being
among the worst in the country 20 years ago, is now just two years shorter than the national average.

THROWING A LIFELINE...
In 2015, almost 30% more people aged 25-34 died in the north compared to the south of the country; a signiﬁcant factor in this
is the very high suicide rate among young adults. Working to change this, an organisation based in Chester le Street - If U Care
Share – provides emotional wellbeing training for young people as well as support to families who have been aﬀected by suicide.
In 2017 they were awarded £7,429 towards their suicide prevention service, working with hundreds of clients across the region:
“Our ﬁrst aim is for people to ﬁnd a way and a hope to keep on living, ultimately saving their lives. We deal with a variety
of needs that individuals may face such as housing, beneﬁts, employment, education, access to mental health services, and other
statutory service involvement. We have also been involved in engagement with drug and alcohol services. For every death by
suicide, research indicates 6-10 connected people are also aﬀected. By preventing suicide not only are we improving individuals’
lives but that of their family and friends, and their contribution to their community.”

Helping to reduce the inequalities of health in our region takes a targeted approach with partners working together,
and the Foundation brings partners to the table.
Philanthropy plays a signiﬁcant part in this, directing resources to those areas public sector agencies often ﬁnd hard to reach.
If you’re passionate about a particular cause or issue but not ready to start a fund, collective giving at the Foundation means you
can give to a programme with other funders to make a big diﬀerence.

“County Durham Community Foundation gives donors the opportunity to discover
the truth in the saying that it is more fulﬁlling to give than to receive.”
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HOUSING & HOMELES�NES�
With more than 11,700 empty
properties in the region and house
prices being some of the most
aﬀordable in the country it suggests
that homelessness is often much
more complicated than not just
having a place to sleep.

VITAL STATISTICS
In Darlington, 37% of homeless people
registered over a 12 month period had
experienced mental health problems

33% of clients at a homeless charity in
Darlington
had previously
been
in care
Grants
remain
the most
important
or fostered

Breakdown in relationships, ﬂeeing domestic violence, young
people who are no longer able to live with their parents or eviction

source of income for small and
medium sized voluntary sector
organisations.

for mortgage and rent arrears – for many it’s the consequence of,
and lack of resilience to, crisis that make them especially
vulnerable.
Crises around an episode of ill health, unemployment or changes

52%

A Durham agency recorded a 52% increase
in referrals for homelessness in 2017

to beneﬁts and the way beneﬁts are paid out risk leaving people
unable to obtain or sustain their tenancy.
The voluntary and community sector plays a vital role in supporting
people who are threatened with homelessness. While oﬃcial

59% of people registered as homeless in
Darlington had been involved with the police
within a 12 month period

ﬁgures suggest that the number of homeless people appears to be
falling throughout the region, there are strong suggestions from
local agencies that this is more likely to be a consequence of how
homelessness is now recorded than anything else.

More than 10% of funding awarded by the
Foundation was towards people at risk of
homelessness caused by domestic violence

In 2017 the Foundation provided funding to community
organisations to deliver wide-ranging homeless support from clearing debt arrears and reducing heating costs,
to help with maintaining a tenancy, and allowing people
breathing space to tackle their social and health
problems. For many people this meant avoiding the risk
of abuse and exploitation, and learning how to take care
of themselves.

THROWING A LIFELINE...
In 2017 First Stop Darlington deployed a £9,000 grant to deliver a project to reduce the numbers of homeless people regularly
using the NHS Accident and Emergency services for their day to day health care provisions. It was found that many clients
simply had not registered with a GP practice, retreating into themselves for fear that their symptoms would bring about
a terminal diagnosis due to their addictions and lifestyle. Others were severely disadvantaged in most areas of their lives,
and had lifelong eﬀects with recurring health and mental health illnesses often at critical levels.

A FIRST STOP WORKER SAID:
“This project was the ﬁrst time that we have concentrated on a wider health message other than substance/alcohol abuse. The
clients were particularly high users of emergency services and acute settings, mostly inappropriately. Learning about their own
bodies, symptoms, lifestyle choices and the role they play in their health, was of immense value to each of the individuals that
took part in this programme. In particular, several of the clients who were regular attenders at A&E are now working with their
GP’s and they now are able to self-help for minor ailments, using their local pharmacist to help guide them with over the counter
medicines.’’

The changes brought about by the grant funding were greater than
anticipated, giving individuals a feeling of regaining some control of
their lives. Almost half of the people involved had complex and
chaotic lives but felt after the training that they had a greater
understanding of their personal health issues and had conﬁdence to
attend appointments with health professionals.

There is a place for philanthropy to help tackle head-on the reasons why people face homelessness. Funding could:
• Support programmes that build employment skills, helping people into work after a period of homelessness
• Provide support and advice for people at risk of homelessness, oﬀering intervention at its earliest point to prevent
homelessness and support services for those who fall through the gaps of mainstream provision
• Establish a fund for bonds / advance rent payments to enable people to secure tenancies otherwise inaccessible to them

Working with donors and partners, the Foundation channels funding to voluntary
organisations and charities, and provides the type of immediate help to people
that statutory services often struggle to reach.
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LEARNING & EDUCATION
A great deal of progress has been
made in recent years to give
children a good start in life; in our
region Ofsted has rated pre-school
provision in County Durham as
exceptionally high, with 95% of
providers rated good or
outstanding.

VITAL STATISTICS
The rate of persistent secondary school
absentees in Darlington is 60% above
the norm, accounting for almost
6 weeks per year

Of those children who are persistently
absent from school, only 3% manage
to achieve ﬁve A* to Cs at GCSE

Encouragingly, attainment by children and young people at GCSE
level is higher than the North East average and both in County
Durham and in Darlington, the number of young people going on to

The proportion of young people who are
not in education, employment or training
is higher than the national ﬁgures.

higher education and into the top third of higher education
institutions is signiﬁcantly higher than the national averages.
That being said, the positive opportunities these statistics show do
not cover all of our children, and those which are most
disadvantaged still have a huge hill to climb. Across the region, a

The eﬀects of this are signiﬁcant; some parts of our

clear attainment gap appears between the ages of 7-11 in children

region have some of the very lowest levels of numeracy

from less aﬄuent backgrounds and this persists right through

and literacy in England. The Foundation brought funders

school and beyond, impacting on many young adults’ employment

together in 2016-2017 to target more than £330,500

opportunities.

toward supporting organisations, funding a variety of
activities keeping young people engaged in education and

Those pupils who are eligible for free school meals noticeably lag

supporting learning in the community.

behind their counterparts in early years and into secondary
schooling, with the gap in academic achievement as signiﬁcant as
25% lower in attainment level at GCSE. Those eligible for free school
meals are almost three times less likely to end up in higher
education or to go to a top level higher education institute.

DID YOU KNOW...
58% of students in the region will go into higher education and a higher proportion
of Darlington pupils than the national average get into Russell Group institutions

ENCOURAGING ENTERPRISE...
There is a huge role for philanthropy in our region to encourage enterprise in young people by increasing conﬁdence,
by demonstrating the links between education and business, by encouraging creative and alternative routes into employment
and self-employment, and in helping to make sure that no child is left behind because of their background. The Foundation is
committed to supporting life-long learning, and understands the importance of learning and education for people at all stages
of life. Funding went toward re-engaging adults in learning, and helping them develop skills relevant to work; in parts of County
Durham there is an issue with lack of digital skills, particularly among the older generation. £5,000 made a huge diﬀerence to a
group that helps increase skills for work, enhances learners’ capability to job search online, and creates a digital lifeline for
older people.

A WORKSHOP AT�ENDE� SAID:
“The course was friendly and the tutors were patient. Now semi-literate from being totally illiterate, it’s brought 21st technology
to an old man. I would recommend the course as there are senior citizens who are afraid to become involved. As well as talking
the talk, I’m nearly walking the walk. Keep up the good work.”

From starting a charitable fund, to collective giving with others who share your interests,
we can help you choose how you can shape and strengthen communities,
and improve the lives of local people.
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OUR RURAL REGION
County Durham is well known for
the variety of its rural landscapes beautiful heather moors, wild hills
and dales, stunning rivers and
waterfalls and a dramatic coastline.

VITAL STATISTICS
The proportion of local people using
the region’s natural assets for health
and exercise is low compared to
the rest of the North East

There are many statutory and voluntary sector organisations involved
in the stewardship and conservation of these natural assets, as well as
encouraging the sustainable development and beneﬁt of the area as
a whole. But in terms of protecting and supporting our rural region
there is still much to do. Connecting people in rural areas with employment
and healthy pursuits for example is vital for the sustainability of our
communities, as well as the supporting of environmental projects
to keep our green space beautiful.
Economic isolation is a key issue for rural communities; being one of the
largest rural counties in the country has resulted in the creation of a very

££?

Aﬀordable access to transport can be a
signiﬁcant issue for local people,
Grants
remain
the most
important
preventing
them from
accessing
and
source
of
income
for
small
and
enjoying the region’s green space

medium sized voluntary sector
organisations.

County Durham and Darlington recycle
much less than rest of the country

expensive public transport system organised on a ‘hub and spoke’ model
i.e. travelling between places usually involves having to go into a centre of
population and back out again, adding to the time and cost involved.

In 2016-17, the Foundation gave out more than £323,000
to projects that tackled rural issues, isolation and the

In areas with low car ownership, such as Stanley and East Durham, people

environment, encouraged healthy pursuits, and helped

are more reliant on public transport, and the costs can add up. For

support economic development in remote communities.

instance, if someone living in Stanley worked in Durham it would cost them

Projects included a community transport service,

£25 per week just to get the bus to work and back each day – a signiﬁcant

maintaining village halls, and bio-diversity & ecological

proportion of their wages if they are on minimum wage, and possibly a
deterrent for many looking for work.

projects that deliver a richer environment for our
communities to thrive in.

DID YOU KNOW...
County Durham has more green space than most areas of the North East,
with nearly 94% of land classed as this.

HOW CREATING A FUND GIVES TO THOSE MOST IN NE�D...
While enjoying a very distinguished career as Chief Executive of Vaux Breweries, Chairman of Tyne and Wear Development
Corporation and the Lord Lieutenant of County Durham, Sir Paul has always been involved with the Foundation, supported
every step of the way by Lady Nicholson. The Nicholson’s generosity has had a real impact on local communities. During the
foot and mouth crisis for example, the Nicholson’s were particularly concerned about farmers and the devastation caused to
them by wiping out livestock. They set up a rural fund and put enormous energy into encouraging and rallying others in the
county to support this important initiative. The fund helped people who had been ﬁnancially and emotionally devastated to
survive their worst times, and helped to build a network of support across communities in the county. The Nicholsons continue
to be at the heart of fundraising activities to support their beloved community and on issues close to their hearts.
“My wife Lady Nicholson and I have established a number of funds with the Foundation since I was involved with
setting it up. I’ve taken up match funding opportunities and gifting shares, which is such a tax eﬃcient method of
donating to charity – especially towards the tax year end.”

Funding has such a signiﬁcant impact on rural communities - their livelihoods, general conﬁdence and on the environment itself.
We need to strengthen this through:
• Increasing green spaces for health, leisure and exercise purposes
• Supporting action to improve community facilities in rural areas
• Developing alternative ways to enable people to access work, learning and leisure opportunities
• Encouraging recycling where possible, to reduce landﬁll
• Accessibility to green spaces

We’ll help you to identify where your support will have the greatest impact
and how you can donate tax eﬃciently when you give through us.
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STRONG COM�UNITIES
To have a strong and conﬁdent
community, local people need to
play an active role in it, building
solid relationships and shaping the
fabric of that community through
educational, economic, political,
or social action.

VITAL STATISTICS
23%

In our region there are inequalities and signiﬁcant gaps in
education, employment and housing, and all of these can aﬀect
how people participate in society. People who feel less equal within
society are less likely to trust others or participate within their

23% of civil society organisations
operating in the poorest areas are the
most likely to be in a vulnerable ﬁnancial
position.

Grants remain the most important
source of income for small and medium
sized voluntary sector organisations.

community, and can often feel frustrated, isolated and unhappy.
We can see that in 2016, in the three months following the Brexit
vote, incidents of hate crime rose by 16%.
Austerity too has had a signiﬁcant impact on how our communities

Voluntary sector organisations in the
region are becoming less resilient to
changes in income, contracts, asset
management.

work and had a direct negative impact on community cohesion.
With the voluntary sector being such a key player in

In 2016-17 a number of donors pledged more than £850,000

meeting the needs of so many deprived communities

to help community organisations work directly and eﬀectively
with local people, to strengthen community cohesion and to build
resilience. Projects had crosscutting themes covering health,
employability and training, as well as funding capital works and
builds organised by local people.

in County Durham and Darlington, it is important that
support exists at a local level to nurture the development
of new organisations and groups, particularly those that
spring from the grass roots initiatives.

DID YOU KNOW...
In the North East it is estimated that the number of volunteers
has risen from 143,000 to 150,000 between 2008-2016.

HOW TO BUILD A COM�UNITY...
Staindrop Parish Council was awarded £1,250 towards the redevelopment of a play park in their local area. Many younger
children in the village of Staindrop had never experienced their own play park as the old site in the village was in a state of
disrepair. It was avoided by families and the area had been become run down. With a relatively small amount of funding,
the Parish Council was able to create a place where parents could bring young children. The space has become a focal point
where local families have the opportunity to meet and where children have the chance to enjoy playing outside in the fresh air.
A simple project has encouraged children and their families to spend time outdoor together, and created a sense of pride and
conﬁdence in their community.

THE COUNCIL REPRESENTATIVE SAID:
“The playground has been an instant hit and has brought our community together in many ways.
In dry weather, it is rarely empty. The playground is used not only by families in the village,
but also families from many surrounding farms, hamlets and villages that don’t have
such facilities on their doorstep. It also should be used for many years to come.”

There is an ongoing need to strengthen the resilience of local communities to manage ﬁnancial, environmental
and social impacts. These include:
• Supporting organisations to have the capacity to become more sustainable and ﬁnancially resilient.
• Encouraging volunteering and engagement with voluntary sector organisations.
• Supporting community events and activities that bring people together to reduce alienation, misunderstanding,
distrust and hate crime.

By donating to our community funds, you can make a diﬀerence
to a particular cause or community, or respond to needs across our region.
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WORK & LOCAL ECONOMY
The North East region as a whole
has suﬀered some of the highest
rates of unemployment in the UK
for decades, and still has the highest
regional rate in England.

VITAL STATISTICS
Pay for full-time work in Co Durham
and Darlington is 9% less than the
national average

The decline of heavy industry and traditional manufacturing has
left some communities with extremely low levels of employment.

In rural areas it is not uncommon for people
to hold two or three diﬀerent jobs, often not
Grants remain
the mostjust
important
well-paid
and also seasonal,
to be able
of income
for
tosource
make enough
income
to small
surviveand

The regional economy is characterised by low productivity,
an over-dependence on the public sector and lower than average
levels of entrepreneurship than in the country as a whole.

medium sized voluntary sector
organisations.

The continued austerity measures and pay freezes have hit those

More people work in the public sector in
the North East than the UK average,
and this is true of both County Durham
and Darlington.

areas with the highest levels of public sector employment hardest.
Where larger employers have closed or made signiﬁcant
redundancies there has been swift action to provide job clubs,
retraining opportunities, and food banks to meet immediate needs.
Poor digital and transport infrastructure however continues to
compound issues.

The Foundation has worked with a number of donors to
award more than £679,000 to in 2016-2017 to support

“Jane was 18 years old and unemployed but determined to pursue
her dream job as a hair stylist and applied to a local salon as an
apprentice. She hoped to complete an advanced apprenticeship
however the salon, while keen to take her on, struggled to aﬀord
the wage. Jane’s employer applied to East Durham Learning

groups that help individuals gain work, and so help the
local economy, and charitable giving has helped voluntary
organisations provide a safety net to those for whom
changes in the regional economy have created short-term
hardship.

Working Earning fund and was awarded a contribution to her
salary of £4,000 over 2 years while she completed her diploma.
Jane has since passed her diploma with ﬂying colours and is now
discussing a permanent job with the salon.”

DID YOU KNOW...
In 2016-2017, more than 8,300 young people have taken up apprenticeships in County Durham
with an additional 1,700 in Darlington.

A HAND UP NOT A HAND OUT...
Recent employment funding programmes delivered by the Foundation have encouraged small businesses to recognise the
beneﬁts of taking on and training up young people living in County Durham, helping them develop the skills and attitudes
necessary to secure and sustain employment or training. From 2015-2017, a Foundation programme brought together funds
from the Burberry Foundation, the Department of Work and Pensions and European Social Fund to support more than 70 young
people aged 16 to 25 year old into employment and apprenticeships by helping employers meet the costs of wages, travel and
equipment.

Philanthropy also has a clear role in encouraging entrepreneurialism and skills development, and ensuring that the beneﬁts of
growth extend to our most disadvantaged communities.
As the rate of start-ups are lower in Darlington and County Durham than elsewhere in the country, business start-up support
could provide local employment and services. Support around entrepreneurship could encourage people to consider starting
new enterprises in their local area. Where people do have an idea for a business, one of the key barriers they face is access to
ﬁnance; there may be a role for philanthropy to encourage business start-ups.

Whatever your reasons for giving - whether you are passionate about supporting
your community or tackling society’s big issues - we’ll work with you
to make sure your fund has real impact.
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Amount of funding awarded in 2016-17 by theme:
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